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Notes on Double Knitting Notes on Double Knitting Extreme Double-Knitting New Adventures in Reversible Colorwork Post-Quinn puts a conversational, accessible spin on a complex technique. His expert guidance, combined with a variety of attractive, well-written
patterns, will introduce knitters to this fascinating technique. Mastering Color Knitting Potter Craft One of the reasons knitting and colorwork master Melissa Leapman ﬁrst learned to knit was her wish to make one special project—a sweater using Fair Isle technique.
Now, for the ﬁrst time, she brings her passion for advanced color knitting to knitters who want to knit with any and every color of yarn they can wrap around their needles. Conquer classic stranded knitting, “draw” images in yarn using intarsia, and make two projects
in one with reversible double knitting. Leapman’s clear instruction proves that knitting with multiple colors may appear more complex, but it doesn’t have to be diﬃcult. She includes the quickest, easiest, and most intuitive methods for each technique, using
knowledge honed over years of color knitting workshops with knitters from across the country. Once you’ve learned the basics, practice your new skills by creating projects for yourself, your friends, and everyone on your gift list. Each chapter includes a handful of
sample projects to get you started, a Designer Workshop that teaches you important concepts in every designer’s toolbox, and a pattern treasury of unique patterns to apply to projects of your own creation—more than 50 patterns and 12 projects in all. Throughout,
Leapman’s helpful collection of how-tos, diagrams, tips, and hints (including a refresher course in color theory to help you choose the perfect color combinations) makes Mastering Color Knitting the book you’ll turn to for information and inspiration time and time
again. The Principles of Knitting Simon and Schuster A revised and updated edition of a popular classic primer shares comprehensive guidelines for beginning and experienced knitters that demonstrate how to approach a full range of techniques, incorporating into the
new edition the author's broadened insights from the past 25 years. Not Another Teen Knitting Book Sterling Publishing Company, Inc. Shows how to create a variety of cool knitting projects, oﬀering ratings of project diﬃculty as well as instruction in diﬀerent needlecraft
techniques. The Knitting Book Over 250 Step-by-Step Techniques Penguin Everything you need to teach yourself how to knit, from casting on to creating your own designs. This new edition of DK's knitting bible takes you from beginner to expert, with hundreds of stepby-step techniques, more than 120 stitch patterns for a variety of knitting stitches, and 20 knitting projects suitable for all abilities. Fully illustrated and easy to use, The Knitting Book is a one-stop resource for beginners and a rich source of inspiration for avid knitters
who want to progress their skills and try new stitch patterns. Each technique is shown in clear photographic steps and explained with helpful annotations and arrows, from basic casting on to intricate Fair Isle and cable patterns. A photographic stitch gallery showcases
over 120 diﬀerent stitches to inspire you - try your hand at everything from garter stitch to intarsia, or customize projects with your own stitch choices. This updated edition features 10 brand-new project patterns, including an arm knitting pattern, as well as 10
projects from the original edition that have been reimagined with new yarns and fresh colors. Simple, clear, and comprehensive, The Knitting Book is the only book you need to progress your skills and create your own beautiful, unique pieces. Double Or Nothing
Reversible Knitting for the Adventurous Lined Gloves in Double Knitting Nordic Knits 44 Beautiful Patterns to Knit and Keep You Cozy Voyageur Press Bring the traditions of simple, design-led Nordic style to your knitting repertoire. Nordic Knits is the complete collection
of Nordic-inspired patterns that will bring the perfectly balanced, “less is more” Scandi sensibility to your knitting projects. Forever in style and always cool, the Nordic-style knits are the perfect gift for friends and family—or just a great self-gift anytime! Nordic Knits
oﬀers 44 knitted patterns inspired by this globally sought-after knitting tradition for socks, sweaters, scarves, and hats—including stylish, traditional projects from Sweden, Norway, and Iceland. If you are a fan of colorful fair isle—it’s in here. If you are looking for a
cozy Norwegian knit pattern—it’s also here. Each project is partnered with complete illustrated patterns, beautiful four-color photography, schematics and diagrams, and alternatives for yarns and needle weights and sizes to help you get the results you want. The
patterns range from simple to more complicated, making this a great book to grow your craft at the same time as creating beautiful and gift-able knits. Bring Nordic style to your knitting bag with this awesome collection of patterns. Astounding Knits! 101 Spectacular
Knitted Creations and Daring Feats Voyageur Press (MN) This book compiles the stories, stats, and facts of the world's most amazing knits, from a handknit Ferrari on display at the British Auto Show (knitting the car took 12 miles of yarn) to the American ﬂag knit with
utility poles and cranesand everything in between (a plate of sushi; a handknit wedding, including the ﬂowers and the cake; a cozy for a house). This will be a Guinness Book of World Records for knitters. Each entry features color photos, an explanation of how the
object was made, and other interesting details, including how much yarn was used, how long it took to make, how many people contributed stitches, the project dimensions, and more. Stashbuster Knits Tips, Tricks, and 21 Beautiful Projects for Using Your Favorite
Leftover Yarn Potter Craft There’s no such thing as too much yarn. As renowned knitwear designer Melissa Leapman knows all too well, every knitter has a stash of yarn that they just can’t bear to part with: the one or two extra balls of yarn bought “just in case,” or the
bits and pieces leftover from completed projects. Stashbuster Knits gives you the absolute best way to use—and enjoy—your treasured yarn collection guilt free. Leapman oﬀers valuable step-by-step guidance on organizing and shopping your stash to inspire creative
new knitting ideas and color combinations. Then she gives you 21 ingenious projects for men, women, children, and home that are designed so no one will ever guess they were made from odds and ends. Included are projects both large and small, from a glorious Fair
Isle sweater for your favorite guy to a chic little scarf made with a Magic Ball. Each yarn weight has its own chapter, from super ﬁne to super bulky, ensuring that knitters will ﬁnd a way to use every piece of stored-up yarn. Filled with tips and hints on customizing
projects and ideas to use even the tiniest bits of yarn, Leapman’s Stashbuster Knits will help transform your beloved stash into projects you’ll love even more. So dive into your closets, dig into your bins, riﬂe through your drawers, and bring your precious yarn out of
hiding. Let’s begin putting that stash to good use! The Knitting Answer Book Solutions to Every Problem You'll Ever Face, Answers to Every Question You'll Ever Ask Storey Publishing Every avid knitter has faced this dilemma: deep into a project at midnight, just trying to
ﬁnish one more row, and, then . . . oh no, a dropped stitch three rows back! Help! If only there was a 24-hour hotline to answer every question a knitter might encounter. Well, now there is, with The Knitting Answer Book . The expert authors, Margaret Radcliﬀe and
Edie Eckman, leave no question unanswered, no quandry unaddressed. Each book contains detailed, illustrated answers to literally hundreds of questions, from the common to the more unusual: • Are certain needles better for certain yarns? • What if I dropped a stitch
several rows back? • Why do my edges tend to curl up? • Can you use a diﬀerent weight yarn than the pattern calls for? • What can I do to keep my yarns from tangling up? • Oops, I see my ribbing is way too tight. Now what? Covering the whole range of situations a
beginner is likely to face, along with the problems that may arise for those working more advanced patterns, this Answer Book will help knitters and crocheters of all levels. Each book is packaged in a small, take-along trim size, in a friendly-to-use Q&A format, and
belongs in the bag of every knitter. Available 24/7, The Knitting Answer Book is always open, ready for yarn lovers to browse and consult to their heart’s content. First Book of Modern Lace Knitting Courier Corporation Easily learned, low-cost fundamental methods for
over 25 distinctive projects, including Rose Leaf, English Crystal, Mosaic, Coronet, Valentine, Celandine, more. Includes diagrams, charts, and photographs of completed articles. The Complete Book of Knitting Courier Corporation Excellent guide for learning how to knit
well, undertake new projects, and even create new designs. All basic procedures thoroughly explained-from casting on and binding oﬀ, to inserting zippers and lining garments. Over 500 illustrations show how to knit and purl, increase and decrease stitches, knit lefthanded, knit with more than one color, make cables, and much else. Includes chapter on Abbreviations and Terms. Japanese Inspired Knits Marianne Isager Collection Penguin Inspired by the seasonal festivals and traditions of Japan, this blend of traditional
Scandinavian knitting with distinctive Japanese inﬂuences explores the beautiful design elements steeped in folk customs. Created especially for women, these patterns are true to the Japanese ideals of high-quality design and materials. Twelve sweaters, oriented
around the months of the year, are each knitted using nearly a dozen diﬀerent techniques. With project names like "Sake and Soba," "Summer in Tokyo," "Rice Fields," "Flower Buds," and "Stone Garden," knitters will have plenty of inspiration. In addition to standard
knit and purl combinations, the patterns feature double knitting, domino knitting, shadow knitting, lace, cables, entrelac, intarsia, and stranded two-color knitting. All techniques are described in detail with clear text and illustrations, and an illustrated glossary at the
end of the book provides technical instruction needed for any project. Also included are Japanese ideographs that relate to themes that inspired the projects, a Japanese calendar, plus lush travel photography of Japan that will inspire any knitter. Knitting Scarves from
Around the World 23 Patterns in a Variety of Styles and Techniques Voyageur Press Here are 23 patterns for scarves from around the globe—including stylish traditional projects from Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, the British Isles, the Americas, and Asia. Pattern
introductions provide a background of knitting techniques from that part of the world, including schematics and charts. The Essential Guide to Color Knitting Techniques Multicolor Yarns, Plain and Textured Stripes, Entrelac and Double Knitting, Stranding and Intarsia,
Mosaic and Shadow Knitting, 150 Color Patterns Storey Publishing, LLC Imagine a softly striped crib blanket knit in the comforting colors of the nursery. Or a sophisticated cashmere wrap featuring rich jewel tones that set oﬀ a favorite black dress. Knitting teacher and
author Margaret Radcliﬀe presents a world of color techniques in a single comprehensive reference that you’ll consult every time two or more yarn colors are in play. Stitchers of every ability level will love the color-combining methods and professional secrets revealed
in The Essential Guide to Color Knitting Techniques. Multicolor knitting techniques are explained with step-by-step illustrations and photographs accompanied by instructive text. Complete chapters on stripes, stitch eﬀects, succeeding with multicolor yarns, stranded
knitting, and intarsia cover the theory and how-to behind each method and oﬀer creative solutions for handling tangled yarn, estimating yarn quantities of each color, holding on to all those ends, and employing stunning ﬁnishing techniques. A ﬁnal chapter describes
more unusual techniques, such as helix, shadow, mosaic, and modular knitting. Inca Knits Designs Inspired by South American Folk Traditions Penguin Incorporating the vibrant style of ancient Incan knitting with a nod to contemporary trends, this new collection of
knitwear designs features 25 garments that bring the vibrant and geometric motifs of the South American tradition to the 21st century. By innovatively combining knit-and-purl techniques in lightweight yarns, the stunning colors, stripes, and zigzags of South American
patterns are complemented by subtle textures. All the featured projects are suitable for any intermediate knitter, with instructions and charts for each pattern as well as a glossary to clarify various knitting techniques. Beyond its instructional role, this guide also
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directs knitters to ﬁnd inspiration for their own designs by examining the landscape, wildlife, and pottery of the high Andes. How to Knit in the Woods Skipstone The Green Mountain Spinnery Knitting Book Contemporary and Classic Patterns More than 30 knitting
patterns are oﬀered by America's most respected producer of organic, natural ﬁber yarns. Loom Knitting Primer A Beginner's Guide to Knitting on a Loom, with Over 30 Fun Projects Macmillan "A beginner's guide to knitting on a loom, with over 30 fun projects"--Cover.
Knitting Out of Africa Penguin Beautiful and historic African carpets, baskets, and other textiles provide the design inspiration for these 16 sophisticated knitted cardigans, pullovers, and sweater vests. Intended for seasoned knitters, these projects use domino, double
knitting, entrelac, intarsia, and stranded two-color techniques worked in ﬁngering-weight yarns. The Shoowa Vest, the African Domino Pullover, and the Arrowheads Cropped Pullover show oﬀ fancy stitching, while other designs feature colors borrowed from the muddried fabrics of Mali, the block patterns of Ghana, or motifs from Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Zaire, and Zimbabwe. African animals decorate the Giraﬀe Vest and Zebra Cardigan, and elsewhere leaping antelope and birds in ﬂight are used in repeating patterns. Full
instructions and charted patterns for at least two adult sizes are provided for each design and high-quality photographs of the ﬁnished pieces showcase these classic additions to any wardrobe. Yarn Works How to Spin, Dye, and Knit Your Own Yarn Creative Publishing
International Yarn Works is a comprehensive guide to the techniques of spinning and dying yarn and includes ten projects knitted with the various types of handspun yarn featured throughout the book. 100 Flowers to Knit & Crochet (new edition) Search Press Limited Get
Started: Knitting Learn Something New Penguin Learn the fundamentals of knitting with Get Started: Knitting, part of a new series of learning guides from DK. Each course follows the same structure: start simple and learn the basics, build on what you've learned, and
then show oﬀ your new skills! Get Started: Knitting teaches the complete beginner the skills needed to make over 30 beautiful projects. Start simple with cushions and scarves, build on your skills with mittens and coasters, and show oﬀ with hot water bottle covers
and blankets. With step-by-step pictures and practice projects to keep you on the right track, Get Started: Knitting will help you learn your new skill in no time. More than any other series on the market, DK's Get Started aims to provide the reader with carefully
structured learning and a classroom approach to teaching that allows you to build your own course from practical lessons and themed projects. Each book begins by answering fundamental questions, identifying an essential starter kit of tools and equipment, and
explaining how to build a course. The book then divides into subject areas, with key techniques for each area demonstrated through visual glossaries and step-by-steps, followed by graded projects with annotated instructions and an assessment of how to build on
achievements. Let DK be the perfect one-on-one tutor you never had: patient, illuminating, inspiring - always at hand to point you in the right direction so you can achieve your potential. 50 Knitted Wraps & Shawls Rowman & Littleﬁeld Which one will you knit ﬁrst? With
50 patterns for knitted shawls and wraps to choose from, in so many styles, textures, and yarns, choosing your ﬁrst project will be a welcome challenge. From simple knit-purl designs for beginners to slip-stitch color work designs, doubleknit, brioche, lace, and cables-there are designs to interest every level of knitter. There are so many fabulous designs, this will become your go-to shawl knitting book. New Directions In Sock Knitting 18 Innovative Designs Knitted From Every Which Way Penguin Take a step in a new direction! Go
beyond top-down or toe-up construction in New Directions in Sock Knitting. In the eighteen designs curated by knitting super star Ann Budd, you'll be treated to projects that range from traditional sock patterns to more challenging and innovative sock constructions.
The socks in this collection use a variety of knitting techniques including double knitting, intarsia in the round, short-row shaping, mirrored color and texture patterns, and multi-directional knitting in both traditional and innovative ways. These techniques will have you
casting on and knitting your socks from unexpected places--starting at the heel or sole or even from side to side! The instructions are all written in step-by-step detail that will ensure success, no matter which design you choose to knit. Original, innovative, and unique,
it's New Directions in Sock Knitting! Cozy Knits 50 Hat, Mitten, Scarf and Sock Projects from Around the World Voyageur Press Cozy Knits presents 50 of the coziest, globally-inspired patterns for hats, mittens, and gloves--including stylish traditional projects from
Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, the British Isles, the Americas, and Asia. Weekend Knitting 50 Unique Projects and Ideas Open Road Media Projects you can ﬁnish in two days or less—with clear instructions and beautiful photos—for both beginners and experienced knitters!
When Weekend Knitting was ﬁrst published in hardcover in 2003, a modern generation of knitters was just starting to discover this "hot new hobby." Since then, knitting has grown wildly popular and Melanie Falick’s book has gone on to become a knitting classic and a
huge bestseller. Weekend Knitting brings together unique, innovative, and still-fresh projects for beginning and more-experienced knitters, many of which can be completed in a weekend or less. Every project is presented with clear instructions and in beautiful
photographs that celebrate idyllic weekend settings. Quotes from diverse sources about knitting, creativity, and balanced living—along with favorite recipes, lists of books and movies with knitting scenes, and other extras—complete the weekend knitting experience.
Super Easy Knitting for Beginners Patterns, Projects, and Tons of Tips for Getting Started in Knitting Quarry Books Super Easy Knitting for Beginners is the only guide you will need to get started, teaching you knitting through fun and simple projects that will build your
conﬁdence as you go. Knit Kimono Too Simple Designs to Mix, Match, and Layer Penguin From the bestselling author of Knit Kimono comes a brand new collection of kimono and Asian-inspired tops with simple shapes and unique details. In more than 20 new designs,
Vicki Square has created a pattern collection of kimonos and other Asian-inspired tops, tunics, and vests, blending traditional inspiration with projects that contemporary knitters can't resist. You'll love the stunning look of each kimono design and relish in the easy-tofollow instructions for shaping and construction. Knit Kimono Too focuses on lighter weight knits for layering, plus unique stitch patterns, colorwork, and openwork designs. Vicki also oﬀers innovative shaping, interesting closures and edgings, and clever knitting
techniques. Each project--from vests, coats, lightweight shells, and short-sleeve tops to a wide assortment of kimono jackets featuring various weights of yarn--is shown oﬀ in clear photography and step-by-step instructions. The special techniques and stitches that
make these garments so elegantly wearable include two-color slip stitch, surface embroidery, two-hand stranded colorwork, garter-stitch shortrows, attaching knitted cord, making origami folds, double knitting, and more. Exploring Color in Knitting Techniques,
Swatches, and Projects to Expand Your Knitting Horizons Barrons Educational Series Incorporated Originally published: London: Collins & Brown, 2011. Traditional Nova Scotian Double-knitting Patterns Halifax : Nova Scotia Museum Bath Knits 30 Projects Made to Pamper
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Pamper yourself with knitted bathroom style Create a spa-like feel in your own bath with luxurious knitted towels and accessories. These designs oﬀer a clean, modern look in contemporary colors and ﬁbers. Most patterns are easy to intermediate in
skill level and are quick knits that will have your bathroom looking its best in no time. Looking to knit the perfect gift? These items make thoughtful housewarming or hostess gifts, and are also great for recent grads and even new moms. • Features washcloths and
mitts--even a robe, slippers, and pedicure socks! • Room décor designs include storage baskets, bath mats, wall hangings, and more • 30 original knitting patterns and instructions Knitting with Disney 28 Oﬃcial Patterns Inspired by Mickey Mouse, The Little Mermaid,
and More! (Disney Craft Books, Knitting Books, Books for Disney Fans) Simon and Schuster "Bring the magic of Disney to your knitting needles with this oﬃcial book of knitting patterns inspired by classic Disney characters and ﬁlms! Filled with gorgeous photography and
sprinkled with fun behind-the-scenes facts, this deluxe book includes 28 patterns for scarves, socks, sweaters, toys, blankets, and more -- not to mention a few iconic costume replicas. Take a trip to Never Land with an adorable Tinker Bell doll. Celebrate the circle of
life with a vibrant colorwork sweater based on The Lion King. Channel your inner sea witch with a wicked replica of Ursula's iconic seashell necklace. PRojects range from simple patterns to more complex projects for knitters of all skill levels and include sizing from
extra small through 6XL. It's the ultimate book oﬀ Disney magic for knitters everywhere!" -- Back cover. Brioche Chic 22 Fresh Knits for Women & Men Penguin A modern take on brioche stitch with gorgeous wearable garments and accessories that knitters will love.
Knitters will create striking colorwork and beautiful brioche cable designs with Brioche Chic. Author Mercedes Tarasovich-Clark oﬀers a solid introduction to brioche knitting and a collection of 22 garments and accessories for women and men, including hats, scarves,
cowls, mittens, pullovers, vests, and cardigans. Striking brioche stitch designs that are not overwhelming or full of complicated techniques will reel in readers to this fun style of knitting. Starting with the basics, Brioche Chic oﬀers mini collections of garments
revolving around a speciﬁc set of techniques. Basic brioche knitting starts the ﬁrst section, as Mercedes shows how the basic rib pattern can be adapted to simple motifs, lace, and various textures. Later, she oﬀers more complex designs such as cables and various
types of two-color brioche. Some of the featured garments are all-over brioche, while others integrate brioche with stockinette stitch for more streamlined, ﬂattering designs. Kaﬀe's Classics 25 Glorious Knitting Designs Taunton Press More sophisticated designs and
vivid colors are featured in this collection of 24 sweaters and one afghan from a master of knitting. 200 color photos. 76 illustrations, 45 in color. Star Wars: Knitting the Galaxy The oﬃcial Star Wars knitting pattern book Pavilion Introducing the ﬁrst oﬃcial Star Wars
knitting book – a deluxe guide to creating over 25 Star Wars knits based on the iconic global franchise. A cultural juggernaut, Star Wars has enchanted audiences for over 40 years with its classic tale of Good vs. Evil. When A New Hope burst onto the screen in 1977,
science ﬁction was reinvented for a new audience of science ﬁction fans and Luke, Leia and Han Solo became household names, along with the terms such as 'lightsaber', 'the Force' and the 'Death Star'. Since then it has shattered box oﬃce records for decades,
pushing new technology to its limits and beyond and expanded to included spinoﬀ ﬁlms, novels, games and much, much more. Star Wars is one of the most beloved pop culture franchises today. Now you can bring Star Wars to your home and style with the very ﬁrst
oﬃcial knitting book celebrating the ﬁlms. From knitted toys to costume replicas you can dress in Luke's Flight Jacket or Padmé's Battle Wrap and pocket your very own knitted Yoda. Projects include: Toys – Porg; Pocket Yoda; Chewie; Death Star Costume Replicas –
Luke Skywalker's ﬂight jacket; Rey's waistcoat and arm wraps; Princess Leia's Hoth Snow gilet; Padmé's battle wrap Inspired Apparel – The Order of the Jedi pullover; Ewok hood; Starﬁghter scarf; Lightsaber socks; TIE Fighter hat and mittens; The Millennium Falcon
cowl; a galaxy far, far away mittens; Chancellor Palpatine scarf; General Leia Organa pullover; Anakin's inﬁnity cowl; Yoda mittens; The Rebel Alliance shawl; R2-D2 mittens; Wookiee socks; Darth Vader pullover; Darth Maul mittens; Clone Trooper hat Home Decor – BB-8
baby blanket; Droid throw pillow set; Villainous mini pullover ornaments Swedish Handknits A Collection of Heirloom Designs Voyageur Press Swedish Handknits is a collection of patterns for sweaters, hats, scarves, mittens, headbands, and bags, all inspired by the
historic textiles housed at the American Swedish Institute in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The Institute was the ﬁrst to host the successful Bohus knitting exhibit in America, so it's ﬁtting that their world-class textile collection provides the inspiration for these designs.As in
the authors' Norwegian Handknits, vintage photographs of Swedish immigrants, recipes, and photos of the artifacts that inspired the designs will be included, along with a short history of knitting in Sweden. Bohus, twined knitting, and Swedish mittens are some of the
many techniques featured in the book.
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